PORK!

__ is a favorite breakfast food, along with eggs
White pudding does not include pig's __ like black pudding does
Andouille and saucisson sausages are from __
Hard, Genoa, cotto and pepperoni are types of __
__ eggs are hard boiled eggs, surrounded by sausage and breading
Harms are often __ or honeyed
According to the joke, you can use everything but the __ of a pig
Doctors can use __ from a pigs heart in human surgeries
Weiner, as in Weiner Schnitzel, derives from this Austrian city
Lard is fat that typically comes from a pig's __
__ is an American sandwich meat similar to Italy's mortadella
__ is a spicy sausage often used in Mexican food
This comes in sheets, granules or powders and is in gummy candies
Bierwurst, bratwurst, liverwurst and knackwurst are from __
__ pigs feet can be found in grocery stores
A __ pig can be the main course for a large group meal
____ ribs come from the top of the rib cage and may be meatier
____, from the pigs leg, are used to flavor soups or stews
The pork butt comes from the __, not the rear
Another word for pigs feet is __
Pork is often smoked or __ and served with sauce
____ and mashed potatoes is a popular family dinner
____ are fried pig skin and are known a pork crackling in the UK
St. Louis and Kansas City style are similar cuts of __
____ is not a dairy product, but more of a meat jelly
The cleaned __ of a pig can be used as casing for sausage
Chitlins or __ are the cooked small intestines of a pig
Another name for hot dogs
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